Name
Spanish Project: Due ____
As we get close to the end of the school year, you are going to put together the things that you
have learned into a final product. This is something you are going to create in Spanish.
You will have time to work on this in class, but will probably have to work on it at home as well
since we have limited time and resources. You may work with one other person if you would
like, but you will be graded separately.
You will need to include at least two of the following language areas that we have been
working on. (A checklist is included with necessary skills.) If you would be interested in looking
up other language areas (for example, food) you can include that.
 I can describe myself and other people using the verb “ser” and
describing adjectives.
 I can describe my family, friends, and/or pets using the verb “tener.”
 I can use correct adjective endings that match the gender of the noun.
2. Physical
 I can describe a person physically (hair, eyes, etc.)
description
 I can describe a person’s clothing.
 I can use the verbs “tener” and “ser” correctly.
 I can use correct adjective endings that match the gender of the noun.
3. Hobbies and  I can use opinion phrases to describe how I feel about a variety of topics.
interests
o Musical instruments
o Classes/subjects in school
o Types of music
o Sports
o Food
o Etc…
4. Other topic:  I can…
1. Description

I want to focus on my Spanish
 Writing
 Speaking

I want to create…
 A poem, song, or rap
 A skit
 A video
 A PowerPoint presentation or slideshow
 A poster
 Other:
I want to share my finished product…
 By performing/showing it to the class
 With a younger group of students
 With a video or presentation on Edmodo
 With a video or presentation in class
 With Sra. Kennedy only
 Other:
To finish this product on time, I need to…
Steps to complete in class:
(We only have 3 class periods!)

Steps to complete on my own:

Things I need to bring myself:
 Phone/camera
 Posterboard/other crafty supplies
 Research from online?

Things I need from Sra. Kennedy:
 Dictionary
 Book or resource
 Videocamera /recording device (if
available)
 Class computer (if available)

This needs to be finished and showed/turned into Sra. Kennedy by the due date, although
we will probably have to finish presenting after that time.

